Intermediate Course Schedule
Article and Discussion

Grammar Topic and Theme

Vocabulary Topic

Lesson 1

Article: ‘Do you believe it?’
Discussion about personality types

Present tenses, the difference between
present continuous and present simple.
Other verbs used in the present

Vocabulary about personality

Lesson 2

Article: ‘Get Stressed, Stay Young!’
Discussion about stress and health issues

Present simple, present perfect and
present perfect continuous

Expressions about health

Lesson 3

Article: ’Can we make our own Luck’
Discussion about what it is to be lucky

Past Tenses and narrative tenses

Idioms and phrasal verbs involving luck

Lesson 4

Article: ‘How to use Future Tenses to sound
like a leader in English’
Discussion about leadership

Future Tenses: Making plans and
spontaneous decisions, and how to use
future tenses practically

--

Lesson 5

Article: ‘Sleeping Beauty’
Discussion about sleep and work-life balance

Used to / get used to / be used to

Workplace Idioms and phrasal verbs
matching exercise.
Vocabulary from article

Lesson 6

Article: ‘Are you a Risk Taker’
Discussion about risk-taking

--

Phrasal Verbs and expressions with
‘take’
Vocabulary from article

Lesson 7

--

Modal Verbs: How to use modal verbs
effectively.The most common mistakes
students make with modals

Adverbs of possibility. Idioms and
expressions with probability

--

Modal Verbs: How to use modal verbs
effectively. The most common
mistakes students make with modals

Expressions with obligation and
necessity

Lesson 9

Article: ‘Colouring books for Adults top
Amazon Bestseller List’
Discussion about the modern World.

--

Expressions involving stress and
difficulty

Lesson 10

Article: ‘Animals and nature’
Discussion about animals and the natural
world

Relative clauses, and complex relative
clauses with prepositions

Expressions based on the natural world
Vocabulary from the article

Lesson 11

Article: ‘Would you get out alive’
Discussion about how personality and how
people react to difficult situations

Unreal conditional sentences: Practicing
using conditional sentences
spontaneously

Adjectives describing emotion and
feelings

Lesson 12

--

Looking at conditionals from a practical
perspective. Real conditionals and
unreal conditionals

--

Lesson 13

Article: ‘One Small Word, One Big Difference in
Meaning’
Discussion about space travel and technology

The definite and indefinite articles

Vocabulary from the article
Important phrasal verbs

Lesson 14

Article: ‘Andrew Marr’s Megacities: Tokyo and
Mexico City’
Discussion about travel ambitions and culture

Uncountable and Plural nouns

Expressions and idioms involving travel

Prepositions: Find the Preposition,
spoken practice with structures that
follow prepositions

--

Lesson 8

Lesson 15

--

Article: ‘Breaking news’
Discussion about the media and it’s influence
in our lives

Verb formations and structures
following reporting verbs

Lesson 17

--

Reported Speech and expressions
talking about the future from the past

The most important phrasal verbs you
need to know as an intermediate
speaker

Lesson 18

Article: ‘We must cut Food Waste by a Quarter’
Discussion about the environment

The Passive voice. Uses of the passive.
Passive expressions: ‘it is said that..’,
‘Is known to...’

Vocabulary review

Lesson 16

Lesson 19

Revision and Catch-up session

Lesson 20

Revision and Catch-up session

Reporting Verbs

